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Abstract

Introduction: Ideally endotracheal tubes (ETT) should protect the airways without causing pressure induced tissue damage. Traditionally, the addition of a tracheal cuff was heralded as seal against aspiration. This type of ETT utilized a low volume high pressure cuff which caused tracheal damage such as stenosis and malacia. The next development in ETT design was the high volume low pressure cuffs intended to protect the airways while reducing tissue damage. Although reducing damage, the new cuff did not reliably protect the airways. Microaspiration still remains a serious complication of intubation. A taper shaped cuff design was recently introduced to prevent microaspiration without causing tracheal damage. Concerns were raised regarding the contact area and the resultant pressure against the tracheal wall of the taper shaped cuff. Another innovation introduced to prevent microaspiration is subglottic suction present in the tube design. Therefore, the aim of this paper is to evaluate cuff seal performance, cuff safety and intrinsic suction efficiency of current commercially available ETT.

Methods: Three separate studies evaluated these areas of interest. Cuff seal performance was evaluated using an approved in vitro test fixture mimicking the human trachea. We investigated the cuff seal performance of 7 endotracheal tubes with different cuff designs and identical tracheal tube size using water as the medium. Three different size tubes from 3 different manufacturers were tested to determine subglottic suction efficiency and cuff sealing performance using the same in vitro test fixture. In a similar fixture a pressure sensitive array was mounted to compare the surface pressure of a standard barrel shaped cuff to the taper shaped cuff. The array design allowed for the pressure profile of the cuff to be mapped where it contacted the cylinder wall. In all tests the cuff pressures were maintained at 25 cm H2O according to manufacturer’s recommendations.

Results: The sealing performance varied between the tube manufacturers with TaperGuard (TG) showing the lowest leak at .6 g/5minutes and Kimberly Clark Micro cuff (KCMc) with the highest 59.2 g/5 minutes. In terms of suction efficiency Teleflex ISIS (ISIS) had the best suction performance (.2-5.3ml/sec) at all viscosities and Portex (SACETT) (.3-2.9 ml/min) at .6 g/5 minutes and Kimberly Clark Micro cuff with the highest 59.2 g/5 minutes. In terms of suction efficiency Teleflex ISIS (ISIS) had the best suction performance (.2-5.3ml/sec) at all viscosities and Portex (SACETT) (.3-2.9 ml/min) was the lowest. When comparing surface force the taper shaped cuff was less compared to the barrel shaped cuff.

Conclusions: Performance in all areas tested ETTs varied considerably in terms of sealing and suction efficiency. However, the taper shaped cuff demonstrated the least surface pressure and best sealing.

Introduction

The ideal endotracheal tube should protect the airways while not causing pressure induced tissue damage in the trachea. Traditionally, the addition of a tracheal balloon cuff was heralded as seal against aspiration. However, this type cuff utilized low volume high pressure cuff design which was proven to cause tracheal damage such as tracheal stenosis and tracheal malacia [1]. The next development in endotracheal tube design was the introduction of high volume low pressure cuffs intended to protect the airways while reducing tissue damage [2]. The low pressure high volume cuff was designed with a resting diameter greater than the diameter of the trachea. Although reducing tissue damage, the new cuff design did not reliably protect the airways since leaks occurred around the cuff [3, 4]. Pulmonary microaspiration still remains a serious complication of tracheal intubation resulting in post-intubation pulmonary complications [5]. A new taper shaped cuff design was recently introduced whose aim is to prevent microaspiration without causing tissue damage in the trachea. The taper shaped cuff design is thought to allow the cuff diameter to
match the tracheal diameter at some point of the length of the cuff. However, concerns have been raised regarding the contact area of this smaller cuff and the resultant pressure against the tracheal wall.

Another innovation introduced to reduce the risk of microaspiration is the ability to evacuate secretions collecting on top of the cuff by incorporating subglottic suction as part of the tube design. This hopefully will reduce the risk of microaspiration and decrease the incidence of post-intubation pulmonary complications. Any change to the design of an endotracheal tube results in a cost increase. Therefore, the aim of the studies in this paper is to evaluate cuff seal performance, cuff safety and intrinsic suction efficiency of current commercially available ETT.

Methods

Three separate but linked studies were initiated to evaluate the areas of interest. In the first part of our study cuff seal performance was evaluated using an approved in vitro test fixture, without suction collection setup, (Figure 1) mimicking the human trachea (ISO 5361Annex B) [6]. We investigated the cuff seal performance of 7 endotracheal tubes with different cuff designs and identical tracheal tube size (I.D. 7.5mm) using water as the medium (Hi-Lo and TaperGuard, Covidien, Boulder, CO, Micro Cuff, Kimberly Clark, Roswell, GA, BARD Agento, BARD, Murray Hill, NJ, Portex and BlueLine, Smith-Medical, Dublin, OH, Sheridan HVT, Hudson RCI, Duram, NC). Ten milliliter of water was placed on top of the inflated cuff and the total volume of fluid leaked in 5 minutes was recorded. A total of 50 observations were performed for each tube type.

In the second part of the study, three different size tubes (I.D. = 6mm, 7.5mm and 9mm) from 3 different manufacturers (TaperGuard EVAC, Covidien, Boulder, CO, Teleflex ISIS, Teleflex, Duram, NC, PortexBlue-line Sacet, Smith-Medical, Dublin, OH) were tested to determine subglottic suction efficiency and cuff sealing performance using the same in vitro test fixture (Figure 1). The suctioning performance at intermittent (15 seconds on and 8 seconds off) suction of 150 mmHg (OHIO suction regulator, OHIO Medical Corporation, Gurnee, IL) and leakage rate was measured using silicon based liquids (Brookfield Engineering, Middleboro, MA) of 3 viscosities (0.5Pa.s, 5.0Pa.s, 12.5Pa.s) representing normal saliva [7], sinus drainage [8] and gastric mucus [9]. The liquids were placed on top of the endotracheal tube cuff (Table 1). The suction test was repeated 20 times for each size and manufacturer for a total of 180 tubes. During each test in the in vitro test fixture a weigh boat under the inflated cuff was used to collect any drips that leaked past the cuff. A reservoir connected to suction was used to collect liquid from the EVAC lumen of the endotracheal tube. Pre and post test weights were recorded for the weigh boat and reservoir as was time elapsed to calculate suction and leak rates.

In the final part of the study, a similar in vitro test fixture (Figure 2) utilized a pressure sensitive array (Pressure Profile Systems, Inc., Los Angeles, CA) which was mounted to compare the surface pressure of a standard barrel shaped cuff to the taper shaped cuff. The inside diameter of this fixture is 20.0mm, the standard diameter for testing 7.5mm endotracheal tubes. The pressure array is made up of 32 x 25 capacitative sensor elements, with each element measuring 2.0 mm x 2.0 mm. The design of this array allows for the pressure profile of the cuff to be mapped along its entire circumference where it contacts the cylinder wall (artificial trachea). The average and maximum pressures along with the contact area were measured for each tube tested. The overall average of each of these parameters was then calculated for the barrel shaped cuffs and the taper shaped cuffs. The pressure array fixture is not able to measure force directly, so the force exerted by the cuff on the cylinder wall was calculated from the pressure and contact area measurements according to the formula; Pressure = Force/Area. The force is thus calculated as the sum of the pressure at each element times the surface area of each element.

In all tests the cuff pressures were maintained at 25 cm H2O according to manufacturer's recommendations.

Statistical analysis was performed on all tests using analysis of variance, F-test and t-test, where appropriate. A p value of less than 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Results

The results for cuff sealing performance are listed in Table 2 and all results are presented as mean and standard deviation. As can be seen in the table the TaperGuard endotracheal tube had the smallest leak at 0.59 ±0.99 g H2O/5 min and in this test, the Kimberly-Clark Micro cuff had the greatest leak at 59.18 ±83.96 g H2O/5 min. The results from the second part of the study demonstrates that Teleflex ISIS although not reaching statistical significance in all categories, had the best suction performance compared to TaperGuard and SACETT at all viscosities (Figure 3). TaperGuard and SACETT demonstrated similar suction efficiency with better performance from the TaperGuard at higher mucous viscosities (Figure 3). The biggest differences in suction efficiency was found in the 7.5mm and 9.0mm endotracheal tubes where Teleflex ISIS demonstrated suction rates of 0.35 to 5.33 ml/min for the most to the least viscous mucous compared to TaperGuard 0.21 to 2.52 ml/min and SACETT 0.18 to 2.02 ml/min.

![Figure 1. Test setup for both cuff sealing performance and subglottic suction efficiency.](https://scidoc.org/IJAR.php)
The TaperGuard demonstrated the best cuff sealing performance (Figure 4) and had the lowest leak rate compared to SACETT and Teleflex ISIS in all tube sizes and mucous viscosities (Figure 4 and Table 3).

In the third part of the study, representative pressure profiles of a barrel shaped and a taper shaped cuff were determined (Figure 5). As can be expected, the barrel shaped cuffs consistently showed a larger contact area with the wall compared to the taper shaped cuffs. However, the barrel shaped cuffs showed a wider extreme of pressures, with more hot spots (areas of high pressure) compared to the taper shaped cuffs. It should be noted that the hot spots represented pressures higher than the cuff inflation pressure. The average force exerted on the cylinder wall by the barrel shape cuffs was 527 ± 34gf (gram-force) and the average force exerted on the cylinder wall by the taper shape cuffs was 373 ± 32gf which is significantly different (p<0.001).

**Discussion**

We performed a three part study to characterize the influence of design on performance of ETTs in terms of cuff sealing, subglottic suction efficiency and cuff surface pressure utilizing an internationally accepted in vitro model. This was done because of the difficulty, risk and invasiveness of evaluating these parameters in vivo. In the first part of the study we utilized commercially available ETTs used in clinical practice to evaluate cuff sealing performance. In the second part we utilized all commercially available ETTs, including those from different manufacturers, to evaluate subglottic suction efficiency. In the third part of the study, representative pressure profiles of both barrel shaped and taper shaped cuffs were determined in order to further characterize the design influence on cuff performance.
Figure 3. Suction rates for all endotracheal tubes with varying mucous viscosity.

Figure 4. Leak rates for all endotracheal tubes at varying mucous viscosity.


Table 3. Comparisons of leak rates (see also Figure 4 for graphical presentation) for all endotracheal tubes with subglottic suction feature.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ETT Size</th>
<th>Low Viscosity</th>
<th>Medium Viscosity</th>
<th>High Viscosity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6.0 mm</td>
<td>TaperGuard EVAC</td>
<td>Portex SACETT</td>
<td>Teleflex ISIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean ±SD (ml/hr)</td>
<td>0.10 ±.43</td>
<td>0.27 ±.64</td>
<td>0.30 ±.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TaperGuard EVAC</td>
<td>P&lt;.32</td>
<td>P&lt;.31</td>
<td>TaperGuard EVAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portex SACETT</td>
<td>P&lt;.32</td>
<td>P&lt;.79</td>
<td>Portex SACETT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teleflex ISIS</td>
<td>P&lt;.31</td>
<td>P&lt;.79</td>
<td>Teleflex ISIS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| 7.5 mm   | TaperGuard EVAC | Portex SACETT | Teleflex ISIS | TaperGuard EVAC | Portex SACETT | Teleflex ISIS | TaperGuard EVAC | Portex SACETT | Teleflex ISIS |
| Mean ±SD (ml/hr) | 0.00 ±.00 | 0.24 ±.28 | 0.59 ±.28 | 0.25 ±.19 | 1.05 ±.44 | 1.17 ±.52 | Mean ±SD (ml/hr) | 0.28 ±.18 | 0.48 ±.29 | 0.49 ±.39 |
| TaperGuard EVAC | P<.27 | P<.08 | TaperGuard EVAC | P<.0002 | P<.0004 | TaperGuard EVAC | P<.03 | P<.06 |
| Portex SACETT | P<.27 | P<.59 | Portex SACETT | P<.0002 | P<.30 | Portex SACETT | P<.03 | P<.8 |
| Teleflex ISIS | P<.08 | P<.59 | Teleflex ISIS | P<.0004 | P<.30 | Teleflex ISIS | P<.06 | P<.8 |

| 9.0 mm   | TaperGuard EVAC | Portex SACETT | Teleflex ISIS | TaperGuard EVAC | Portex SACETT | Teleflex ISIS | TaperGuard EVAC | Portex SACETT | Teleflex ISIS |
| Mean ±SD (ml/hr) | 0.27 ±.64 | 0.95 ±.16 | 1.20 ±.16 | 0.88 ±.44 | 1.25 ±.58 | 1.63 ±.85 | Mean ±SD (ml/hr) | 0.82 ±.43 | 1.03 ±.38 | 1.41 ±.88 |
| TaperGuard EVAC | P<.67 | P<.32 | TaperGuard EVAC | P<.04 | P<.02 | TaperGuard EVAC | P<.26 | P<.02 |
| Portex SACETT | P<.32 | P<.46 | Portex SACETT | P<.04 | P<.19 | Portex SACETT | P<.26 | P<.11 |
| Teleflex ISIS | P<.32 | P<.46 | Teleflex ISIS | P<.002 | P<.19 | Teleflex ISIS | P<.02 | P<.11 |
available ETTs with intrinsic subglottic suction capabilities. The silicon base liquids used in our study are standardized solutions with predictable and reproducible viscosities to mimic secretions of different viscosities encountered clinically. The suction protocol times were selected to take into account reported adverse events due to continuous subglottic suction. Lastly, we chose a representative high volume low pressure cuff to measure barrel shaped cuff pressure points in the comparison to the low volume low pressure taper shaped cuff.

In our in vitro model the cuff sealing performance varied considerably (Table 2). This is surprising, since one would assume that tubes of the same size and cuff type would have very similar sealing performance. The taper shaped cuff exhibited the best sealing performance in our model. In terms of subglottic suction efficiency the Teleflex ISIS demonstrated the most efficient suction compared to the other endotracheal tubes in the test. This finding is similar to the results published by Mujica-Lopez et. al. in 2010 [10] although in that publication there was no mention of the viscosity of fluids used. In terms of cuff sealing in the ETTs with intrinsic suction the TaperGuard demonstrated the lowest rate of leak at all mucous viscosities. The most significant finding in this test was that regardless of suction efficiency the endotracheal tube cuffs still allowed fluid to pass at all viscosities. This finding suggests that even with subglottic suction, no tubes prevent microaspiration completely. Although no safe amount of aspiration has been established it is reasonable to assume that the tube resulting in the least amount of aspiration will probably result in less post intubation pulmonary complications [11].

The surface pressure characteristics of the barrel shaped versus the taper shaped cuff were as expected. Although, the barrel shaped had a larger contact area, the surprising finding was that the barrel shaped cuff had areas of pressure that exceeded the cuff inflation pressure as well as areas that were less than the inflation pressure (Figure 5). A possible explanation is that the barrel shaped cuffs have a resting diameter that is larger than the trachea. As a result, folds of cuff material create high pressure and leakage zones within the boundaries of the cuff.

We have reported on the physical findings related to ETT design. The clinical significance of these design differences should be tested in controlled human trials.
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